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Gastronomy

Restaurants
ATELIER DU VIN

Atelier Du Vin is a vibrant hub where wine connoisseurs, food enthusiasts, and entertainment seekers come together to celebrate. Their passion for wine extends beyond a carefully curated selection of exceptional vintages from around the world.

Poivre noir is the epitome of European cuisine with a flair of Rwandan flavors. It is indulged in expertly crafted dishes, blending locally sourced ingredients to elegant ambiance, every moment promises culinary excellence and sophistication.

Description: High-Mid Restaurant, European Cuisine.
Dress Code – Casual
Private rooms: N/A
Kultura, provides an exquisite culinary experience while our exceptional chef sets you up for a scrumptious meal utilizing the best and freshest ingredients. Kultura would serve a sense of comfort and stability by having or sharing a significant and meaningful meal here.

Description: High-End Restaurant Asian Cuisine. Dress Code - Business Casual
Private rooms: Available
At Anda, we redefine the dining experience, offering a symphony of flavors crafted with passion and precision. As a premier fine dining destination, we invite you to embark on a culinary journey where every dish tells a story of creativity and excellence.

THE TREASURE OF IKORO

Description: Mediterranean-Afro fusion Cuisine
Dress Code - Elevated Casual. Private room: yes

Treasures of Ikoro, an exquisite dining destination nestled in the heart of Kigali. They have captivated an exceptional fusion of African, Caribbean, and European flavors. The architecture and interior design combine modern flair with the Rwandan traditions, guarantee a home feel to make your experience memorable.
The Kōzo dining experience is elegant, sophisticated and exquisite. The farm-to-table concept means they source ingredients from local farms, supporting the African Farmer while maintaining a commitment to bring only fresh ingredients to your tables. Kōzo food is made to share amongst friends and family, over piquant conversation and exquisite drinks.

Description: High-End Restaurant, Mediterranean Cuisine. Dress Code - Elevated/Business Casual. Private room: No
14th Avenue Wine Bar and Restaurant has the perfect blend of Mediterranean flavors and global wine culture. With an extensive selection of wines meets a diverse culinary menu, inspired by the sun-kissed Mediterranean coast. Whether you're seeking a robust red, a crisp white, or a flavorful Mediterranean dish, 14th Avenue offers an unforgettable dining experience. Discover this unique fusion of African hospitality and Mediterranean charm right in the heart of Kigali.

Description: High-End Restaurant Mediterranean Cuisine. Dress Code: Elevated/Business Casual. Private room: No
Special Cuisine Dining Options
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Inka Steakhouse is the 1st & Only steakhouse in Rwanda. Named overall best restaurant of 2019 year and Restaurant of 2018 year awarded by the Rwanda Chamber of Tourism, the restaurant offer a delightful culinary experience for its guest.

Description: High-End Restaurant, European Cuisine.
Soy Asian Table is a modern fusion restaurant in Kigali, Rwanda, blending Asian cuisines with local flavors. Its vibrant ambiance features contemporary decor with subtle Asian touches. The menu offers diverse dishes from Japan, China, Thailand, Korea, and more, including sushi, ramen, stir-fries, and fusion creations. Signature dishes and a selection of cocktails, sake, beers, and wines complement the experience. With attentive service, it's a culinary destination for Asian cuisine enthusiasts in Kigali.

Description: Asian Cuisine.
Dress Code – Casual.
Private: No
At Brachetto, you will discover Italy in the heart of Kigali. Indulge in authentic Italian flavors with our exquisite dishes crafted from the finest ingredients. Whether it’s a romantic dinner or a gathering with friends, experience impeccable service and vibrant cuisine.

Description: Mediterranean- Italian Cuisine. Dress Code - Business Casual. Private rooms: N/A
Khana Khazana, nestled in the heart of Kigali, a vibrant restaurant invites you on a gastronomic journey through the diverse and rich tapestry of Indian cuisine.

Each dish is meticulously crafted using authentic spices and freshest ingredients, ensuring a tantalizing experience for your palate. Whether you're a seasoned connoisseur or a curious food explorer, Khana Khazana promises an unforgettable dining adventure amidst the warm hospitality and vibrant ambiance.

Description: Indian Cuisine.
Dress Code – Casual
Private room: Available
La Creola has introduced its own special brand of modern Afro-Asian fusion cooking. Inspired by Mauritian rich culinary history, our chef from Mauritius Island, seeks to bring harmony and balance to his dishes with taste, texture, color and the freshest ingredients all designed to surprise and delight the palette.

Description: Afro Fusion Cuisine.
Dress Code – Casual
Private room: Available
Heaven, opened a fine dining restaurant which merges culinary traditions from around the world with Rwandan ingredients.

Perched beside The Retreat’s glorious saltwater pool, rock gardens and native plantings, Fusion is the most elegant spot in Kigali to explore new flavors and experience first-class hospitality.

Description: Mediterranean-Afro fusion
Cuisine
Dress Code - Elevated Casual.
Private rooms: Yes
Hotel Restaurants
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Filini Restaurant offers a contemporary dining experience with a focus on Italian cuisine. Its menu showcases a delightful array of dishes, from artisanal pastas to sumptuous risottos and flavorful antipasti, each dish reflects the essence of Italian gastronomy while incorporating a touch of Rwandan influence.

Description: Italian Cuisine. Dress Code – Business Casual. Private room: yes
Nestled within the Park Inn by Radisson Kigali Hotel, this restaurant combines modern elegance with warm hospitality. Guests can indulge in a diverse array of dishes showcasing both local flavors and international cuisine.

Description: Restaurant
Dress Code - N/A
Private room: No
Indulge in global flavors at your beloved neighborhood eatery, where you can kick off your day with a hearty breakfast and wind down with a seamless blend of productivity and relaxation.

In-Hotel Restaurant
Dress Code - Casual
Private room: No
Housed by the Mythos Boutique Hotel, the atmosphere restaurant offers a fusion of tastes from the Greek cuisine and authentic Rwandan flavors. It boasts a meticulously curated wine selection, featuring distinguished labels from renowned South African vineyards, complemented by a concise yet diverse range of international wines.
The Bistro has an extensive menu for all tastes from European classics, to Pan-Asian belly-warmers to and the Chef’s famous sizzlers.

The Bistro is open throughout the day until late and has a mood to suit those seeking a range of dining experiences from working breakfasts right through to a romantic candle lit dinners.

Description: Mediterranean Cuisine. Dress Code – Elevated Casual
Private room: NO
THE HUT

Low Restaurant
Indian Cuisine
Dress Code – Casual
Private rooms: No
Informal Dining Options
Kurry Kingdom is an exquisite Indian dining experience. The menu features a variety of both traditional Indian recipes and unique creations crafted by the chefs. The spice blends are tailored to elevate the distinct aroma and taste of each dish. Their culinary experts craft each dish with precision, allowing us to accommodate your preference for mild to extra-hot spice levels.

Description: Indian Cuisine. Dress Code – Casual. Private room: Yes
The restaurant offers Italian delicacies in a cozy ambiance. From pizza and pasta to meat and seafood, the dishes are prepared using traditional recipes, featuring authentic ingredients sourced directly from Italy and handpicked from local markets. A classy and relaxed atmosphere, comfortable and faraway from the city’s noises, an ample bar where you can enjoy Italian wines and amazing cocktails, wide terraces to relish our dishes while enjoying the nice weather.

Description: Italian Cuisine. Dress Code – Casual. Private room: No
A collective creative space offering a culinary experience.
Description: Italian Cuisine. Dress Code – Casual.
Private room: No
HEAVENS RESTAURANT

Description: Mediterranean-Afro fusion Cuisine
Dress Code - Elevated Casual
Private room: No
Rwandan Cuisine with a twist.
Dress Code - Casual
Private room: No
Repub Lounge Kigali,
Address: 6 KG 674 St, Kigali, Rwanda
+250788388333
info@republounge.com
LAVANA RESTAURANT

“Where upscale comfort meets social responsibility.”
Description: European Cuisine.
Dress Code – Casual.
Private room: No
Switch is a unique restaurant in Rwanda with several distinctive sections, each with its own décor and ambience. Experience unforgettable moments coupled with gastronomic delights that are sure to create everlasting memories for you and your loved ones.

Description: European Cuisine. Dress Code – Casual. Private room: Available
Chomad Bar and Grill, nestled in the heart of Kigali within the bustling Nyarutarama neighborhood, exudes a lively atmosphere. It's the perfect destination for indulging in delectable grilled cuisine and beverages, whether you're seeking solo relaxation or fun times with friends.

Description: Barbecue
Cuisine
Dress Code – Casual
Private rooms: No
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